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Balancing computational chemistry’s potential
with its environmental impact

Oliver Schilter, *a,b,c Philippe Schwaller b,c and Teodoro Laino a,b

Computational chemistry techniques offer tremendous potential for accelerating the discovery of sustain-

able chemical processes and reactions. However, the environmental impacts of the substantial computing

power required for these digital methods are often overlooked. This review provides a comprehensive

analysis of the carbon footprint associated with molecular simulations, machine learning, optimization

algorithms, and the required data center and research activities within the field of digital chemistry.

Successful applications of these methods tackling climate-related issues like CO2 conversion and storage

are highlighted, contrasted with assessments of their environmental burden. Strategies to minimize the

carbon emissions from computational efforts are evaluated, including sustainable data center practices,

efficient coding, reaction optimization, and sustainable research culture. Additionally, we surveyed tools

and methodologies for tracking and reporting environmental impacts. Overall, guidelines and best prac-

tices are distilled for balancing the green potential of computational chemistry with responsible manage-

ment of its environmental costs. Assessing and mitigating the field’s carbon footprint is crucial for ensur-

ing digital chemical discoveries truly contribute to sustainability goals.

1 Introduction

The need for a more sustainable future is undeniable, and a
necessary shift towards carbon-neutral processes within the
chemical industry is imperative. This transition can only be
achieved through an increased emphasis on research and
development, accelerating the discovery of more efficient pro-
cesses, alternative chemical routes, green solvent replace-
ments, new synthesis pathways, and more efficient catalysts
that will lead to a reduction of the environmental footprint.
One key tool that has gained popularity in recent years to
achieve these discoveries is the field of digital chemistry, com-
posed of molecular dynamics (MD), density functional theory
(DFT), machine learning (ML), Bayesian optimization (BO),
design of experiments (DOE) and artificial intelligence (AI).
These computational techniques allow for a deeper under-
standing of the underlying chemistry and enable modeling
real-world scenarios. Crucially, they facilitate the minimization
of physical experiments, thereby streamlining the discovery
process and reducing resource consumption. As chemical
experiments often involve using hazardous substances,
specialized laboratory equipment, and significant time invest-

ment from researchers, the ability to reduce the reliance on
physical experimentation offers substantial advantages.

The success of such methods has already extensively show-
cased their potential,1–3 also directly tackling CO2

conversion4–8 and storage. However, even when directly addres-
sing climate change-related issues, scientists often overlook
the environmental consequences of their direct actions; their
research efforts have an associated environmental cost. From
the energy consumed to run computations, to the resources
needed for the production of hardware, to the land use for
building data centers, storing data, to traveling to confer-
ences,9 there are significant environmental impacts to con-
sider. This study examines the current state of digital chem-
istry and explores how its environmental implications are cur-
rently being addressed. We showcase the success of such
methods in tackling sustainability issues within the field of
chemistry, highlighting their positive research impact.
Furthermore, we aim to provide an overarching assessment
and distill recommendations for more sustainable computing
practices, sensitizing digital chemists to the importance of
minimizing the environmental footprint of their compu-
tational and research efforts.

2 Simulations and their impact

The insight that simulations can provide into the mechanistic
understanding of chemical processes is invaluable. For
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instance, density functional theory (DFT) calculations have
been employed in numerous studies4–8 involving the conver-
sion of CO2 to methanol, which stands as one of the most
crucial pathways for defossilization of various chemical value
chains.10–12 Furthermore, investigations into the production of
green hydrogen, required for this methanol production, have
been carried out via DFT13,14 and molecular dynamics.15,16

There is no shortage of publications utilizing these compu-
tational tools for a variety of other climate-relevant processes,
such as CO2 absorption with metal–organic frameworks,17,18

recycling of chlorine for polyvinyl chloride production,19,20

biofuel production,21,22 and material discovery.23 Additionally,
Jain et al.24 provided a comprehensive review of the application
of DFT for energy materials like batteries, photovoltaics, and
capacitors.

One common trend we noticed analyzing these studies is,
that even if they often focus directly or indirectly on climate
change relevant issues, the climate impact of their calculations
is not considered. The required information for reproducing
results is frequently provided, but the resources used for the
calculations are seldom mentioned. In the few notable cases,
they are usually composed of the CPU model and hours, which
could be used by environmental impact tools (see section 7) to
estimate the direct impact of their calculations. Knowing the
CPU model allows estimating the processor’s efficiency, which
when multiplied by the CPU hours, can provide a rough
approximation of the energy required for running experi-
ments. To minimize both factors, computational time and
utilizing more efficient hardware, several advancements were
made. From changing methods for calculating free energies
in molecular dynamics reducing the number of CPU hours
an order of magnitude,25 to utilizing GPUs and other hard-
ware accelerators for the required computations.26–30 In the
latter, Lin and Gavini26 demonstrated that switching to the
GPU for matrix–matrix multiplications for computing the
ground-state DFT calculations on large-scale systems can
result in an 8-fold speedup compared to CPU. Jiang et al.30

utilized GPUs in a similar fashion, adapting the scaling of
calculations to multiple GPUs accelerating the DFT calcu-
lations even further. As reported in related fields, the
decision to use hardware acceleration often results in faster
simulations. However, this does not necessarily lead to a
lower carbon footprint, since the additional hardware
requires energy for computation as well. As a single GPU,
even providing more single floating point operation per
watt, if not utilized efficiently can consume up 700 W of
energy (max thermal design power).31,32 A wider study by
Grealey et al.33 demonstrated that using a GPU for phylogeo-
graphic modeling of the Ebola virus while providing a 6×
speedup, also increased the carbon footprint by 84%.

Despite the widespread use of computational tools like DFT
and molecular dynamics in studying chemical and climate-
relevant processes, the environmental impact of these calcu-
lations is not considered, highlighting the need for more
awareness and reporting of the resources utilized in compu-
tational studies.

3 Machine learning and AI and their
impact

In addition to traditional computational methods like DFT
and MD, another rapidly growing area within digital chemistry
is the field of machine learning (ML) or, more broadly, artifi-
cial intelligence (AI). This surge in popularity can be attributed
to the advent of foundation models such as AlphaFold,34

AlphaGo,35 GPT,36 Gemini,37 and Claude.38 However, the inte-
gration of ML and AI into the field of chemistry has been an
ongoing process for quite some time. Examples of early adop-
tion include the use of quantitative structure–activity relation-
ship (QSAR) models,39,40 molecular design algorithms,41–48 ret-
rosynthesis planning49–52 and property prediction.53

Machine learning was successfully employed for exploring
sustainability-focused reactions and design processes, such as
the design of electrocatalysts for the CO2 reduction,54–56 the
design of metal–organic frameworks to capture CO2,

2,57–59

helping to find greener solvent alternatives60,61 and the syn-
thesis methanol from CO2.

62

One area where machine learning shows the potential to
lower the computational power required is training ML algor-
ithms to approximate more computationally expensive calcu-
lations requiring DFT. While initial DFT calculations are often
necessary to build a training dataset, and the training process
itself requires computational resources, the inference from ML
models, once trained, is generally computationally cheaper
and faster compared to performing full DFT calculations.
Wengert et al.53 demonstrated the potential of these approxi-
mation methods by training a machine learning model to
predict organic crystal structures. Their approach combined
machine learning models trained on high-quality quantum
mechanical (QM) data for short-range interactions with com-
putationally cheaper physics-based density functional tight
binding methods for long-range interactions. The authors
showed that for predicting the structures of 10 000 molecules,
factoring in the training of the machine learning algorithm
and the generation of training QM data, their approach
resulted in a 375-fold reduction in computational cost (from
30 000 000 CPU hours to 80 000 CPU hours) compared to per-
forming direct calculations at the target level theory. This
translates to an approximate reduction of 40 metric tons of
CO2 equivalents if ML is used as a surrogate model (see
section 8.2 for the detailed calculations).

Similarly, the Open Catalyst Project63 utilized 200 million
CPU hours to compute the adsorption energy for 1.2 M adsor-
bate molecules such as CO2 and catalyst surfaces via DFT. For
this data, benchmarks are organized annually to develop
machine learning models that can approximate the costly DFT
calculations, and it is worth noting that the authors claim the
DFT calculations were performed using 100% renewable
energy.

Again, a similar trend was noted in the DFT-related works:
the main part of these publications does not mention the
carbon emissions caused by the calculations.
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The trend to larger models fueled technological advance-
ments, such as the utilization of GPU for the training of neural
networks64,65 and the specific architectures that tend to
increase performance with model size such as
transformers66,67 tend to also come with an increase of
resource consumption during for training and inference. A
study by Korolev and Mitrofanov68 showed this trend by
retraining the state-of-the-art model architectures between
2016 and 2022 on the predicting the CO2 working capacity of
metal–organic frameworks while measuring their greenhouse
gas emission required for training them with the GPU model
most commonly used at the time. They showcased that
decreasing the mean absolute error of the prediction task by
28% comes at the cost of a 15 000% increase in greenhouse
gas emission, even when adjusted by the more efficient hard-
ware available at the time.

This phenomenon bears a striking resemblance to the
Jevons Paradox,69–71 which states that technological progress
aimed at increasing the efficiency of resource use can para-
doxically lead to an overall increase in resource consump-
tion. In the context of neural network training, the pursuit
of more accurate and capable models has resulted in archi-
tectures that are exponentially more computationally inten-
sive, thereby offsetting the efficiency gains from hardware
improvements.

As the most recent trend is towards large language models
(LLMs), the number of parameters that need to be trained and,
consequently, the energy consumption grows rapidly. A study
by Strubell et al.72 estimated the CO2 eq. of training a LLM for
a language translation task can cause carbon emission in the
magnitude of 284′019 kg and cost around 150k USD in cloud
computing. They also highlighted the quickly growing compu-
tational, therefore, environmental cost of running even small-
scale hyperparameter grid search. Hence, there is a need for
more efficient hyperparameter screening approaches (see
section 4 how optimization techniques can help).

Another aspect of the environmental footprint was investi-
gated by Luccioni et al.,73 where they examined the environ-
mental impact of BLOOM, a 176B parameter large language
model (LLM).74 They conducted a life cycle assessment for the
broader scope of LLMs, from manufacturing the GPU server
hardware to the energy required for model training and infra-
structure such as networking, also factoring in model deploy-
ment to enable other scientists to utilize their trained model.
Some key findings of their study are that only 54.5% of the
energy was used for training, while the rest was consumed by
idle operations (32%) and infrastructure (13.5%). The embo-
died emissions (hardware production emissions) were respon-
sible for 11.2 tonnes of CO2 equivalent, while the dynamic con-
sumption (model training) caused 24.69 tonnes of CO2 equi-
valent emissions. Infrastructure and idle operations accounted
for 14.6 tonnes of CO2 equivalent, totaling a staggering 50.5
tonnes of CO2 equivalent for the full final training of BLOOM.
It should be noted that the final training run of the model was
responsible for only 37.24% of the project emissions, as other
model variants were trained alongside.

Further impact LLM beyond climate emission should be
noted, such as the postulated socioeconomic implications, but
are outside of this review scope.75,76

4 Optimizers and their impact

The pursuit of accelerating the discovery process and reducing
the number of experiments required for new discoveries with
digital tools has been an ongoing endeavor for a long time.
The overarching idea is that certain strategies can be employed
to explore a vast space of possible experiments more methodi-
cally and identify patterns and correlations in previously con-
ducted experiments to optimally determine the next set of
reaction parameters that should be experimentally validated.
Often in experimental chemistry, for example, if a new reaction
mechanism is discovered, it is optimized in a one factor at a
time (OFAT) fashion, e.g., first screening a variety of solvents,
then with the highest-yielding solvent, screening the equiva-
lents of reactants, followed by temperature variations.77,78 This
approach strongly assumes variable independence, which is
often not guaranteed. We will first discuss the potential of
more methodical approaches to reduce the number of needed
experiments before exploring the computational cost of one
such method.

Design of experiments (DoE), a statistical technique with
origins dating back to the 1920s,79 focuses on maximizing
information gain from a limited number of experiments by
carefully designing experimental points according to specific
criteria, such as orthogonality or space-filling properties. The
multidimensional design space is explored simultaneously,
screening different combinations of solvents, temperatures,
and reactants. This approach allows for more effective interp-
olation of parameter interactions compared to one-factor-at-a-
time (OFAT) experimentation80 and quantifies the effects of
various factors on the response. DoE can reduce the number
of experiments required to find more optimal reaction con-
ditions, such as identifying more effective conditions for CO2

to CO conversion,81 electrochemical CO2 reduction,82 solvent-
based CO2 capture systems,83 and CO2 methanation.84

One popular alternative to DOE is Bayesian optimization
(BO), which is a sequential model-based technique that
aims to find the global optimum of a black-box function by
selecting the next reaction parameters to be evaluated based
on the previous observations and a probabilistic model, so-
called surrogate model. The new parameters are chosen to
strike a balance between exploitation, using the already run
experiments to select promising points, and exploration to
improve the model’s accuracy in unknown regions. An
acquisition function guides the balance between these two
strategies. Typical surrogate models used for BO are
Gaussian processes,85–87 Bayesian neural networks87–89 and
Random forest.87,90

The potential of BO has been explored in climate-focused
studies. Zhang et al.91 employed BO to optimize the partial
pressures of CO2 and H2O, as well as the reaction time, aiming
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to maximize the reaction rate of the photocatalytic reduction
of CO2. Their approach reached optimal conditions faster com-
pared to DOE and kinetic modeling. Similarly, Iwama et al.92

utilized BO to optimize the conversion of CO2 to CO via the
reverse water–gas shift reaction. BO also helped to optimize
the reaction conditions for biocatalytic C–C bond formation
reactions,93 synthesis of methanol from syngas,94 and the CO2

to methanol conversion using heterogeneous catalysis.95

Several other studies show the reduction of the number of run
experiments to achieve more optimal reaction conditions in
also digital chemistry experiments, e.g. Ward and Pini96 used
BO and ML to design pressure-vacuum swing adsorption pro-
cesses for CO2 capture 14 faster compared to the classical
optimization algorithm. Furthermore, BO is a commonly used
method to optimize other digital chemistry approaches such
as most commonly used to tune the hyperparameters of
machine learning algorithms97–100 and DFT methods.101

Additionally, specific frameworks have been developed to
facilitate the use of BO in the chemistry context. Gryffin102

optimizer was introduced to improve the selection of categori-
cal variables, while Phoenics103 was developed to handle
limited experimental objective evaluations. Furthermore,
libraries86,104 and web applications105 have been created to
facilitate the adoption of BO by laboratory chemists who may
not have coding expertise, providing user-friendly interfaces to
leverage computational tools.

The overall benefit of such optimizers lies in reducing
required experiments, as demonstrated by Shields et al.106

through a benchmarking study comparing expert chemists
against BO. The aim of study was to find reaction conditions
leading to the highest yielding direct arylation of imidazoles.
The full grid of 1728 reactions based 12 ligands, four bases,
four solvents, three temperatures, and three concentrations,
was run on a robotic platform and the objective of this
project was then to let a chemist pick five reaction con-
ditions at a time, returning the recorded yields of the
picked reactions, allowing them to gain insight and pick the
next conditions. Initially, humans tend to outperform BO’s
random parameter selection in the first few experiments.
However, after 15 experiments (three batches of five experi-
ments each), the optimizer surpasses human performance
and finds the global optimal conditions (100% yield) within
the first 50 experiments. Our analysis of their published
data revealed that to achieve a desired yield of 95% (see
Fig. 1), the average human performed around 60 experi-
ments (12 batches of five experiments), whereas BO required
only 25 experiments (5 batches). This reduction in the
number of necessary experiments, equivalent to running 2.4
times fewer experiments, corresponds to a reduction in
emissions, assuming an equal climate impact for each
chemical involved. The energy consumption of running this
particular BO campaign roughly corresponds to an emission
of 0.0294 g CO2 eq. This is negligible compared to the emis-
sion from running chemical experiments since the equi-
valent of CO2 produced corresponds to using 0.8 mg of
methanol (see section 8.1 for details).

5 Data centers and their impact

While the computational techniques discussed so far offer sig-
nificant benefits for sustainability-focused research, it is
crucial to consider the environmental impact of the underlying
infrastructure that enables these digital chemistry endeavors
researchers often face constraints in selecting the location for
their computational workloads and data storage. Institutional
resources, such as high-performance computing clusters and
data centers, are typically provided by their university or
employers, limiting their ability to choose more environmen-
tally friendly options. Moreover, data sovereignty regulations
may prohibit certain data from leaving the country’s bound-
aries,107 further restricting the choice of data center locations.
Nevertheless, when leveraging cloud computing services,
researchers can exercise greater control over their environ-
mental impact by carefully evaluating the geographic locations
of cloud providers’ data centers and opting for regions with a
higher proportion of renewable energy sources powering their
operations.108–111 A study by Lacoste et al.112 showed that the
CO2 emitted for producing 1 kW h of electrical energy can vary
between 20 g to 736 g CO2 eq. changing just by changing the
data center location from Iowa in the USA to Quebec Canada.
This showcases that even in a single cloud provider region
(both regions called North America) the variance can be sig-
nificant. Similarly,109 found that changing the data center
location from Australia to Switzerland can reduce emissions
caused by power consumption by over 70 times, simply by
choosing a location where a higher percentage of energy is pro-
duced from renewable sources (see Fig. 2).

One key drawback of renewable energy is the unpredictabil-
ity of its supply. However, this presents an opportunity to
dynamically switch workloads from one region of the world to
another based on the time and availability of the
resource.111,113–117 Xu and Buyya111 simulated that switching
between data center locations in California, Virginia, and
Dublin could reduce carbon emissions by 43% while ensuring

Fig. 1 The average number of experiments needed to achieve a desired
yield for the direct arylation of imidazoles.106 It can be seen that if a
higher yield is desired the BO optimizer on average outperforms an
expert chemist.
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average response time for services. As simulations are often
less time-sensitive, there is significant potential to implement
similar approaches and take advantage of renewable resources
by dynamically choosing locations where a surplus of renew-
able energy is produced and making them carbon-aware.

The location also influences broader aspects of environ-
mental impact such as water footprint118–120 and land foot-
print.120 The water footprint of computing is mainly contribu-
ted by the power production and cooling used by the data
center, as a study by Ristic et al.118 found.

6 Researchers and their impact

Beyond the direct environmental consequences of digital
chemistry techniques and infrastructure, it is imperative to
consider the broader impacts associated with the practices
and behaviors of researchers themselves. One notable contri-
butor to the environmental footprint is the travel required for
attending conferences and sharing research findings.
Conferences play a crucial role in gaining eminence and con-
tributing to the advancement of a field. Presenting findings at
conferences is crucial for gaining eminence and contributing
to a field’s success. However, the locations of these events
often necessitate long-distance travel, typically achieved
through air transportation, which can have a significant
carbon footprint. A study by Klöwer et al.9 revealed that the
average attendance at the American Geophysical Union confer-
ence resulted in 3 tonnes of CO2 emissions, primarily attribu-
ted to the conference’s location on the US west coast. Since
popular chemistry conferences such as the ACS Fall& Spring
meetings have similar locations and attendance numbers, we
can postulate that their travel emissions are comparable. The
study found that if 36% of attendees who required interconti-
nental flights opted for virtual participation instead, the
carbon footprint of the conference could be reduced by a sig-

nificant 77%. The report highlighted several key recommen-
dations for mitigating the environmental impact of confer-
ences, including selecting venues that are easily accessible,
transitioning to a biennial conference model, and actively
encouraging researchers to attend conferences predominantly
through virtual means. Implementing these strategies would
directly reduce the carbon footprint associated with conference
participation. Similar findings Arsenault et al.122 concluded
that the average professor at Université de Montréal is respon-
sible for emitting 10.7 tonnes of CO2 mainly caused by
research-related travel. The study from Achten et al.123 agrees
with these findings and deduces that traveling is responsible
for 35% of the environmental footprint of the average Ph.D.
student, followed by infrastructure and commuting as the two
next big factors.

We see one other key related to a researcher’s behavior is
the practice of sharing usable code. A study from Samuel and
Mietchen124 found that in the research field of bioinformatics
only around 7.6% of the Jupyter notebooks, a common file
format to share Python code, from peer-reviewed publications
were executable without error and of these, an even smaller
percentage (5.5%) had the postulated reproducible output.

Lastly, we should be aware that storing data, that is no
longer needed has an associated environmental footprint. Al
Kez et al.120 found that only the unused data storage, so-called
dark data, contributes to 5.26 million tons of CO2 eq.,
41.65 gigaliters of water consumption, and 59.45 square kilo-
meters of land usage.

7 Tools for impact assessment

Given the various environmental impacts discussed in the pre-
vious sections, it is imperative to have tools and method-
ologies for monitoring and assessing the environmental
impact of our research efforts to identify areas for future

Fig. 2 Average CO2 emission per produced kW h of electricity based on the international electricity factors of 2023.121 The energy source of a data
center is a crucial factor in determining the environmental burden of computing.
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enhancement. Various tools have been devised to track the
carbon footprint generated at multiple levels, such as data
center/cloud provider, operating system level, energy consump-
tion during code execution, and retrospective analysis. If com-
puting is run in the cloud, most cloud providers extensively
offer estimations about the environmental footprint.
Google,125 Amazon AWS,126 Microsoft Azure,127 and IBM
Cloud128 provide carbon emission estimations that go beyond
simple energy consumption, also considering factors such as
the environmental impact of hardware production, data center
operations, and even business travel-related climate impact of
their employees. If on-premise computing is used, operating
system-level energy consumption tracking can be utilized,
such as PowerAPI129 or FreeIPMI.130 These tools, as they
require to be run on bare metal not virtual machines or con-
tainers, showcase the need for more software-level tracking.
For some programming languages,131–133 packages exist that
allow tracking of resource and carbon emissions directly
during execution. For Python, packages like TraCarbon131 and
CodeCarbon132 are available. The latter tracks resource con-
sumption for each code execution and includes a dashboard
for interactive visualization of the recorded data and the
corresponding environmental impact. For websites, there are
also several tools available to investigate their efficiency134 as
well as carbon emission caused by the data transfer, estimated
visitor number, and energy source.135,136 If emission tracking
was not done during code execution or hardware level, there is
still the possibility to do a carbon emission estimation retro
activity with the help of emission calculators. There are several
online tools available112,137,138 for these calculations, requiring
the CPU/GPU model used, the compute time, and the cloud
region respectively, energy efficiency of the data center used to
run the calculation (see Fig. 3). With these tools, we can also
asses part of the emissions of the calculations mentioned in
publications. Unfortunately, so far, most of these tools are
limited to simple carbon emission based on energy consump-

tion and don’t factor in other aspects like a more complete life
cycle assessment also of hardware production.

We postulate that carbon tracking tools, which monitor
emissions from digital chemistry endeavors, can help change
researchers’ behavior similarly to how carbon footprint track-
ing apps influence consumers’ behavior. A study by Hoffmann
et al.139 indicates that feedback from carbon tracking apps can
decrease carbon emissions by 23% by continuously educating
consumers about their carbon footprint. We hope similar
effects can be achieved by tracking emissions of code
executions, raising awareness, and ultimately lowering the
emission caused by the necessary computations.

8 Methods
8.1 Emission tracking of BO experiments

To estimate the electricity consumption of the BO campaign,
we used the package CodeCarbon132 to track the emission
used for running the full Jupyter Notebook provided by
Shields et al.106 in the GitHub repository experiments/edbo_de-
mo_and_simulations.ipynb, we decided to run the full note-
book including the plotting and hyperparameter search for the
acquisition function and other experiments to have the worst-
case scenario of somebody wanting to recreate the full pipe-
line. We only modified the notebook by including a first cell
starting the CodeCarbon tracker and stopping the tracker in
the last cell, the rest of the code is unchanged. The code was
run on a MacBook Pro 2021, 32 Gb, and with an M1 Max chip
running on grid power in Switzerland assuming an emission
of 0.00278 per CO2 kg per kW h.121 The overall usage of electri-
city to execute the code was 0.0106 kW h which results in an
average 0.0294 g CO2 eq. This is negligible compared to emis-
sion from running chemical experiments since the equivalent
of CO2 produced corresponds to roughly 0.8 mg methanol (if
1 g of produced methanol from natural gas corresponds to
33 g of CO2 eq. emission140).

8.2 Emission calculation of ML as surrogate models

We used the GreenAlgorithm138 website to retroactively calcu-
late emissions based on the information provided by Wengert
et al.53 They reported using an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2697 v3
@ 2.60 GHz, and we assumed their location was Germany
based on the first author’s affiliation. We estimated a total
system memory of 64 GB, which when divided by the number
of cores (14), results in approximately 4.6 GB per CPU core – a
value used for the calculation. Assuming their reported
30 000 000 CPU hours would require a total of 294.40 MW h of
energy and cause 43.2 metric tons of CO2 equivalent emis-
sions, comparable to 61.8 flights from New York to
Melbourne. In contrast, their full ML pipeline required 80 000
CPU hours, causing 265.88 kg of CO2 equivalent emissions
from 785.08 kW h of energy consumption. This represents a
reduction of approximately 40 metric tons of CO2 equivalent
emissions compared to running full simulations instead of
their ML approximations.

Fig. 3 Tool such as green algorithm calculator (https://calculator.
green-algorithms.org 138) can be used to retroactively calculate the CO2

equivalent form already run computations or publications providing the
number of CPU/GPU hours and model.
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9 Future research opportunities

As the application of AI in the field of digital chemistry
emerges, there are opportunities for future studies regarding
the environmental impact. For example, recently, the shift
from adapting currently existing foundation models to a
specific task, such as retraining a foundation model for
material discovery,141 to a new set of tasks can be much more
computationally efficient compared to training the model
from scratch, which could be quantitatively investigated.
Similarly, few-shot prompting142 could be explored as a cost-
efficient alternative to retraining or training AI models.
Furthermore, the use of external services, such as consuming
large language models (LLMs) through the use of application
programming interfaces (APIs) as an interface to control other
digital tools to solve complex tasks, should have its environ-
mental burden investigated.143–145 Additionally, environmental
impact assessments should expand from primarily focusing
on energy consumption to a comprehensive life cycle assess-
ment as a standard practice. Interestingly, AI could automate
these life cycle assessments for both physical and digital
chemical experiments. Such an application of AI would ease
the often complicated calculation and could amplify the
number of conducted life cycle analysis.

10 Conclusions

To summarize, the computational approaches employed in
digital chemistry, although resource-intensive, offer a unique
opportunity to reduce the overall environmental impact of
chemical research. The judicious application of optimization
techniques, machine learning surrogate models, and density
functional theory calculations can drastically curtail the need
for physical experiments, which often carry a more substantial
environmental burden. However, these computational efforts
must be conducted in an environmentally responsible
manner. Researchers can adopt several best practices to
achieve this synergy between computational power and
sustainability:

• If possible, implement carbon tracking into your code-
base when doing digital chemistry to enable the estimation of
emissions (e.g. with CodeCarbon132). We encourage you to
publish the estimated emissions to allow future researchers to
have a benchmark for comparison. Be specific and mention
the hardware model, energy source, compute time, and soft-
ware version employed for calculations in publications.

• Share source code, trained machine learning models, and
raw data following the FAIR (findability, accessibility, intero-
perability, and reuse of digital assets) principle. Reusability
lowers duplication of efforts, e.g., repetition of computations.

• Using machine learning as surrogate models can greatly
reduce the environmental impact of more computationally
costly simulations. It is important to keep an eye on the
chosen architecture and the resulting computational
complexity.

• Optimization techniques can significantly reduce the
number of physical experiments and are generally worth the
associated computational cost.

• Reduce unnecessary exhaustive screening of hyperpara-
meters of simulations and machine learning, as they can
notably contribute to the overall carbon emissions of a project.

• If possible, choose time and data center locations where
the energy used for computations is largely generated by
renewable sources. Making your code carbon-aware allows you
to dynamically shift workloads to achieve this.

• Be aware that storing data has an associated emissions
cost. Delete no longer needed data and services.

• As travel-associated emissions are one of the largest con-
tributors to a researcher’s greenhouse gas emissions, choose
to participate in conferences virtually whenever possible.

Data availability

This study was carried out using publicly available data from
https://www.carbonfootprint.com/international_electricity_
factors.html. The code used in the method section “emission
calculation of ML as surrogate models” can be found at
https://www.green-algorithms.org with https://doi.org/10.1002/
advs.202100707. The code used in the method section “emis-
sion tracking of BO experiments” can be found can be found
at https://github.com/b-shields/edbo with https://doi.org/
10.1038/s41586-021-03213-y as well as we utilized CodeCarbon
for the carbon tracking available at https://github.com/mlco2/
codecarbon with https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.11171501.
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